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ABSTRACT 

Previous feminist literature has theorized sex work as either the reproduction of 

dominance of women or as a transgressive medium through which female sexuality may 

be liberated from oppressive structures of power. These models enforce a repressive 

hypothesis of power and conclude that women are either existing in a false state of 

consciousness leading them to collude with power, or that there exists an intact female 

consciousness which may be liberated through the creation of alternative sexual 

discourses. In contrast to these incomplete analyses, my work builds upon Foucault's 

writings on power as productive of consciousness, and Judith Butler's work on identity as 

performative. The experiences of sex workers which I draw upon illustrate the 

ambiguous coexistence within subjects of both resistance to, and dependency upon, 

power. By theorizing sex work as a conscious performance of gender, I analyze how sex 

workers become conscious of, enact resistance to, and remain dependent upon, the 

construction of gender. 



The Intersection of Oppression of Women and Participating in Publicly Consumed, 
Sexual Representations of Women: 

I started thinking about what eventually became this project after spending the 

past year becoming close friends with two women who had worked in the sex industry for 

close to ten years. One was still dancing in an all nude club in town, and the other was 

finishing her Master's degree in Art history, and had not been dancing for the past year. 

Listening to their stories about working in the sex industry opened up a conversation with 

myself that had begun in High School when I began working as a model in a photography 

studio in Baltimore, Md. My brief modeling career ended one day when I was peeing on 

the toilet in the studio, casually peered at five or six reams of film dangling on clothes 

pins to dry, saw that they were "pom" pictures, wiped, and ran out. It was at that point 

that I began to question, and write about, the relationship between sexual representation 

and identity and their intersection with the oppression of women. In a High School essay 

I asked, something along the lines of, 'what does it mean if it is my torso, that men are 

ogling at?' Having just devoured Virginia Woolf s A Room of Ones Own, and armed 

with my subscription to MS magazine, I was becoming acutely aware of the theoretical 

connections between sexual representations of women and their oppression. And I began 

to wonder what it meant to be participating in representations that perhaps, had negative 

consequences for women's freedom, be it personal, sexual or political. 
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As an undergraduate student minoring in Women's Studies I found myself 

confronted witli a narrative which defined sex work as "exploitation of women," and as 

one of the most powerful ideological tools feeding a misogynist culture that condoned 

and promoted the rape, torture and terrorizing of women. Participation in sex work was 

narrated as either a collusion with patriarchy, or the exploitation of women in dire 

economic conditions. I spent many years devouring Katherine MacKinnon's work, 

slapping stickers reading "This Insults Women" on dorm room posters that read, for 

example, 'The object is to SCORE" over a naked woman in a goal cage. I wrote angry 

letters to the editor whenever articles appeared heralding the cultural value of the red light 

district in Baltimore. The narrative of "exploitation," however, does not speak to the 

stories of my friends, who describe dancing as an empowering experience that has, and 

does, enable them to support their lives as artists, and their two partners, while only 

working part time. It does not speak to my political beliefs about the persecution of 

consensual crimes, the personal and constitutional freedom to do whatever you want as 

long as it doesn't harm anyone else, and my utter disdain for prohibition as an answer to 

anything. And ultimately it does not speak to my own questions about what it means to 

participate in publicly consumed, sexual representations of women. Yet after reading 

pro-sex femim'st writers, who see the representation of sex as the key to liberation of 

women, I still have trouble bujdng into the idea that sex work, either on the consumption 

or production end, is such a wholly liberating thing. As my own personal masturbatory 

quest, which I often feel is the frustrating and rewarding point of higher education, this 
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project is an exploration and seeking out of answers to these personal questions. And in 

an attempt to buffer my feelings that my writing is merely the answering of my own 

questions destined for the dusty shelves of the University of Arizona library, I hope that 

an analysis of participation in sex work is able to speak to the way that gender, sexuality 

and identity are negotiated in all spheres of life. 

My starting point for theorizing sex worker's experiences is a Foucauldian 

framework of power which defines power as a productive or positive force and not a 

repressive one. Power produces knowledge and pleasure, as opposed to repressing it. 

Power produces subjects, identity, and consciousness, instead of pressing upon an already 

intact consciousness. Power, defined as productive, is a diffuse force exerting pressure in 

micro-nodes located in all spheres of the social body, one of those spheres being sexuality 

and the production of sexual knowledge. Judith Butler builds on Foucault's definition of 

power as productive, and I found in her work an examination of the psychic form which 

power takes. Her theory of performativity explains more specifically the ways that 

identity is constituted through power and subjection. Butler asserts that subjects are 

formed through a primary submission to power, that power in fact constitutes subjects. 

She uses performativity to describe a specific process by which identity is constituted 

through the unconscious repetition or performance of acts, within a system of constraints. 

Identity, according to Butler, is constituted through performance, and reality becomes, in 

essence, the reiteration of self-representations which are constrained by power. Butler 

allows room for subjects to have agency, leaving room for resistance, by acknowledging 
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that power does not transfer fully intact. However, she emphasizes that even while 

resisting power, subjects remain attached to and dependent upon it. 

The next step in my analysis was to place the experiences of a specific population 

of sex workers into Butler's theory of performativity in an attempt to theorize the 

performance of gendered identities as work, and the relationship between that experience 

and resistance against predominant constructions about female sexuality. I intei-viewed 

and looked at the writings of sex workers who have primarily worked in the U.S. as 

dancers in strip clubs. Their experiences obviously vary, from topless dancing, to full 

nude dancing, table dancing, stage dancing and working in peep shows. I have also 

included writings from several women who have worked as prostitutes. The common 

thread among these women is that they have identified their work as being empowering 

on certain levels, and they describe their work as being a type of "self-employment," over 

which they have a discernible level of control. Most of the women identified having 

other potential occupational opportunities, and their ultimate economic livelihood was not 

identified as being exclusively dependent on sex work. In other words, they may have 

chosen to do sex work temporarily or while in college, or they may be choosing it as their 

lifetime occupation, however they articulate having the ability to obtain employment 

elsewhere if it was necessary or desirable to leave the sex industry. By analyzing the 

discourse of this population of sex workers, a unique account of resistance and gendered 

identity negotiation is theorized and revealed. 



II 

The experiences of this group of sex workers fit Butler's definition of 

performativity but with one alteration, they are consciously performing a performance of 

gender, sexuality and identity. These sex workers identify a consciousness of the ways in 

which they perform identity as work. In their work, they consciously construct a 

performative identity which reveals to the dancers themselves that sexuality and gender 

are merely constructions. By revealing gender and sexuality as being constructed, space 

is opened up for dancers to recontextualize their own identities and to resist power 

through a consciousness of the performative process inherent in identity formation. By 

consciously mocking, paroding, and playing with the boundaries of constructed, female 

identity sex workers obtain consciousness of the way that gender and sexuality are 

constructed in society at large. However, their resistance to dominant ideologies about 

sex and gender remains tied to power, and the way that power ultimately constrains any 

performance of female identity. 

Existing feminist literature on sex work falls into the trap of looking at sex work 

as either the reproduction of dominance of women or as a transgressive means by which 

power is usurped. These analyses are incomplete since they theorize power as a 

repressive force and assiune that an essentialized, "true," or "authentic," female sexuality 

exists to be liberated. Previous theory has not acknowledged that from day one we are 

bound by a matrix of power which constitutes subjectivity and ultimately binds any 

attempt to resist it. It also denies that we are all acting out a constrained performance of 

identity and that consciousness of that performance is the key to resistance and agency. 
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By analyzing the way that sex workers negotiate their performative sphere, agency is able 

to be illustrated as an ambiguous space of gender recontextualization. 
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A Theoretical Framework for Analyzing Power, Resistance. Agency and the Performance 
of Identity: 

Foucault analyzes power by looking first and foremost at its positive, or 

productive aspects. Foucault asserts that power is a productive force, one that "induces 

pleasure, fonns of knowledge, produces discourse" {Power/Knowledge 119). A 

Foucauldian framework rejects the typical notions of power as "oppressive" or 

"repressive," and necessitates a consideration of power "as a productive network which 

runs through the whole social body, much more than as a negative instance whose 

function is repression" (119) Foucault likewise shuns the use of "ideology" to explain 

the workings of power. He writes, "what troubles me with these analyses which prioritize 

ideology is that there is always presupposed a human subject on the lines of the model 

provided by classical philosophy, endowed with a consciousness which power is then 

thought to seize on" {Power/Knowledge 58). By stressing ideology and the way that 

ideology affects subjects, repression—or power over individual consciousness—is 

emphasized. Ideologically-based analyses of power tend to emphasize its negative 

effects. Power (and hence, ideology) thus appears to act in the manner of a "superego" 

which represses or controls consciousness. Looking to ideology to explain the workings 

of power presupposes an intact, unaffected consciousness which both ideology and power 

act upon. Foucault, however, consistently focuses on the productive effects of power and 

illuminates an organic, knowledge-infiised system which does not repress or act upon 

consciousness but rather constitutes consciousness. 
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Instead of analyzing ideology and the negative affects of power, both Foucault 

and feminist theorist Judith Butler focus on the network of forces which affect, shape and 

constitute consciousness. Both theorists concentrate on the "micro-powers exercised at 

the level of daily {Power/Knowledge 59), and consequently on the way that power 

constitutes the subject and consciousness on a "micro" level. In The Psychic Life of 

Power, Butler theorizes the way that power takes on "a psychic form that constitutes the 

subject's self-identity" {Psychic Life of Power 3). For Butler, power produces subjects, 

and the pleasure, knowledge, and discourse produced by power shape and constitute 

subjectivity and identity. Butler writes, "power not only acts on a subject but, in a 

transitive sense, enacts the subject into being. As a condition, power precedes the 

subject" {Psychic Life of Power 13). Butler takes from Foucault the principle notions that 

power is productive, and is a force which constitutes the subject and consciousness. 

However, she remarks that Foucault leaves die psychic form which power takes largely 

untouched. She also does not entirely eschew the notion of "subjection;" she argues, 

however, that subjection, which on the siurface appears as a negative aspect of power, is 

in fact integrated with the process of enabling subjects to act themselves into being. 

Butler writes that subjects, and by extension, consciousness, are constituted by a 

primary submission to power. She writes, "whether by interpellation in Althusser's 

sense, or by discursive productivity, in Foucault's, the subject is initiated through a 

primary submission to power" {Psychic Life of Power 2). Butler defines "subjection" as a 

productive process "of becoming subordinated by power as well as the process of 
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becoming a subject" {Psychic Life of Power 2). Power which initially appears as an 

external force, pressed upon a subject, in fact "assumes a psychic form that constitutes the 

subject's self identity" {Psychic Life of Power 3). Subordination is in fact a force which 

constitutes identity, and consciousness is understood as the "psychic operation of a 

regulatory norm" {Psychic Life of Power 5). 

In Bodies That Matter, Butler introduces a theory of performativity to explain 

subject formation. She suggests that gender is enacted through the repetition of norms 

marked off by a rigid system of constraints upon what gender and sexuality are allowed 

to be. Identity is constituted through the unconscious repetition of acts within a system of 

constraints. She writes, 

[ would suggest that performativity cannot be understood outside of a 
process of iterability, a regularized and constrained repetition of norms. 
And this repetition is not performed by a subject; this repetition is what 
enables a subject and constitutes the temporal condition for the subject. 
This iterability implies that "performance" is not a singular "act" or 
event, but a ritualized production, a ritual reiterated under and through 
constraint, under and through the force of prohibition and taboo. 
{Bodies That Matter 95) 

Power, in this paradigm, functions through a system of "constraints," which Butler 

defines as "not necessarily that which sets a limit to performativity; constraint is, rather, 

that which impels and sustains performativity" {Bodies That Matter 95). Power in effect 

delineates the parameters within which identity is able to be configtired, and then lived 

out or reiterated: in other words, performed. Power fimctions through the myriad of 

micro-nodes which produce, through the social body, what is desired as "female," as 

"male," or as "(hetero-) sexual," for example. This is not a negative definition of power. 
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but rather a productive one. Of sexual constraints, Butler writes, 

. . .  i n  t h e  d o m a i n  o f  s e x u a l i t y  t h e s e  c o n s t r a i n t s  i n c l u d e  t h e  r a d i c a l  
unthinkability of desiring otherwise, the radical unendurability of 
desiring otherwise, the absence of certain desires, the repetitive 
compulsion of others, the abiding repudiation of some sexual 
possibilities, panic, obsessional pull, and the nexus of sexuality and 
pain. {Bodies That Matter 94) 

Constraints are not limitations, or repressions imposed on what may be performed, but 

rather the absences of certain desires, obsessions, or possibilities. The production of 

specific desires within the social body, coupled with the absence of others, functions to 

constrain the performance of identity and constrict the way in which identity may be 

fleshed out day by day. 

How are agency and resistance configured through a Foucauldian and Butlerian 

framework? Butler asserts that while power enacts subjects into being, the assumption of 

power is not a straightforward task and power is not transferred fully intact. She writes 

that the appropriation of power "may involve an alteration of power such that the power 

assimied or appropriated works against the power that made that assumption possible" 

{Psychic Life of Power 13). Butler makes room for agency by asserting that there exist 

gaps, or holes, in the transference of power. She postulates that while subjection enacts 

subjects into being, this process is neither totalizing nor complete; instead, spaces remain, 

within which individuals are able to turn against that which constitutes their very being. 

Obviously, people have and do resist in tangible and historically documented ways the 

construction of "proper" and power-induced identities. Butler acknowledges this and 

explains it in terms of the inefiBcacy of power to transfer completely intact. However, she 
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asserts that resistance always retains some level of dependence upon power. She writes, 

"where conditions of subordination make possible the assimiption of power, the power 

assumed remains tied to those conditions, but in an ambivalent way; in fact, the power 

assumed may at once retain and resist that subordination'X/'jyc/i/c Life of Power 13). 

Butler defines agency and resistance as occupying ambiguous spaces which both 

retain and resist subordination. When power is wielded by the subject it appears that 

power is what subjects effect. However, theorizing about the subject must "take into 

account the full ambivalence of the conditions of its operation...an irresolvable ambiguity 

arises when one attempts to distinguish between the power that (transitively) enacts the 

subject, and the power enacted by the subject, that is, between the power that forms the 

subject and the subject's own power" {Psychic Life of Power 15). Butler makes the claim 

that they cannot be differentiated. Agency becomes neither: (a) a resistance that is really 

a recuperation of power, nor, (b) a recuperation that is really a resistance. Agency "is 

both at once, and this ambivalence forms the bind of agency" {Psychic Life of Power 13). 

Resistance, in other words, is not the co-optation of power for one's own transgressive 

means, nor a co-optation of power which actually adopts and reproduces power, but 

rather both occur simultaneously. While subjects are able to resist power, their 

constitution is always on some level dependent upon that which they resist. 

This ambivalence likewise forms the theoretical bind of feminists who have 

attempted to grapple with the intersection of sexuality and sex work, identity and 

oppression. Stratified through the "sex-wars," feminists are split between viewing sex 
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work as either the co-optation of power in the disguise of resistance, or as a liberating 

tool which undermines the construction of sexuality by coopting its very construction for 

transgressive means. However, examining sex workers' experiences and descriptions of 

their work within a Butlerian framework enables sex work to be seen as: 1) a space 

where sex workers become conscious of the construction of gender and sexuality, and, 2) 

a space where both dependency on and resistance against dominant ideologies about 

women and sexuality may be illustrated. 
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Sex Work as a Performative Sphere which produces consciousness of the construction of 
Gender, Sexuality and Identity: 

Sex work maybe placed in Butler's framework ofperfomativity to explain the 

way identity, consciousness and resistance occur when sexuality is performed as work. 

Butler makes a clear distinction between "performance"—which is one "act"—and 

"performativity," which constitutes the process of subject formation. Sex work can be 

defined as performative (as opposed to mere performance) precisely because it meets 

Butler's definition of "ritualized production," "reiterated under and through" the 

constraints of sexuality. Sex workers are performing, over and over, a hyper-sexualized, 

hyper-gendered script of what it means to be sexual and female. Butler states that this 

repetition is "not performed by a subject," yet in the case of some sex workers, they are in 

effect performing, as a repetition of acts, the very script of performativity which shapes 

women as sexual subjects. Sex work is a unique sphere that requires a conscious 

enactment of the most constmcted of gendered behaviors. The very nature of the work is 

to strip identity down to nothing but a projection of male fantasy for the explicit purpose 

of male consumption.' In other words, the ritualized repetition, the "iterability" which 

'• Laura Kipnis claims that the dominant fantasy of pornography is a fantasy of a one-gender world, "a 
world in which male and female sexuality is completely conunensurable, as opposed to whatever sexual 
incompatibQities actually exist. Heterosexual pornography creates a fantastical world composed of two 
sexes but one gender, and that one gender looks a lot more like what we think of (perhaps stereotypically) 
as 'male.* Pornography's premise is this: What would a world in which men and women were sexually 
alike look like? (The romance industry proposes a similar hypothesis in reverse: What would the world 
look like if men were emotionally and romantically compatible with women?)" However, I would argue, 
as Kipnis does, that more goes on in the "performance" of sex work than a mere display of patriarchal 
desire, and power over women. The nuances of the performance, as well as the variation, crosses 



serves to form the female sexual subject, is in fact "performed" consciously in sex work. 

This turning upon itself of performafivity, the conscious reproduction of the 

performativity which effectively produces sexual subjects, defines the ambiguous and 

paradoxical space occupied by sex work. 

The sex workers I interviewed appear conscious of their work as a performance of 

sexual constructions. By performing gender and sexuality consciously, sex workers 

expose gender and sexuality as nothing but a construction, thus opening up a realm for 

reconstituting what sexuality and gender mean to themselves. Consciousness about the 

performance of gender and its relation to identity enables resistance to the way that power 

constrains identity and subjectivity, bell hooks writes, "To have a non-dominating 

context, one has to have a lived practice of interaction. And this practice has to be 

conscious, rather than some sentimental notion that 'you and I were bom into the world 

with the will to do good towards one another.' In reality, this non-exploitative way to be 

with one another has to be practiced-, resistance to the possibility of domination has to be 

learned" (Juno & Vale 93). Consciousness of the performance of gender and identity is 

what enables sex workers to have agency. 

The sex workers I spoke with identified choosing a stage name as the first 

conscious act in performing their own constructed identity. One dancer who I 

interviewed described the stage name "Bella" which she chose for the new club she was 

about to begin working in. She said. 

boundaries of the very constructed norms that sex work is characterized as being constrained by. For 
example, the heterosexual boundary is crossed all the time in the constant display of female on female 
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When I was young and going to church there was a little girl named 
Bella who was really cute, but there was something wrong with her and 
she had metal teeth, and then there was a dancer that I knew once 
whose stage name was Bella, and then there's Bella Lugosi-the cheesy 
Vampire actor in the thirties, part of it is pretending to be "goth" when 
I'm not. Then there's the whole Italian take on the name Bella, 
meaning 'Beautiful.' My hair is dark now, so I'm pretending to be 
adolescent again...Choosing a stage name, its an individual and 
personal thing, more so than your given name. It is designed to be a 
link between who you're choosing to be on an internal level, but it has 
to be a link to this outside world that you are pandering too. Some 
girls pick a product name, a wine name, perfume name, depending on 
what they want to convey. Some people pick a lot of goofy names, like 
'Champagne,' packaging themselves as what they see as 'luxury 
living,' or picking cute names, like, 'Candy,' 'Baby,' or 
'Precious.'...I'm trying to get ready to be this new person, so oh, 
here's 'Bella.' 

Choosing a stage name becomes a conscious process of mediating personal identity with 

a constructed identity which "panders" to, or is consumed by, the outside world, or the 

customer. Former dancer Linda Reller who I interviewed commented, "even if you 

choose a stage name that's just another girl's name, like 'Lisa,' - that doesn't come with 

some pre-packaged identity attached to it - it's creating a total separation.. .It's an 

interesting thing, as an unsaid rule if you know another dancer outside of work, you only 

refer to them as their stage name in the dressing room, and while at work. You're 

supporting each other's personas in the work environment." Another dancer that I 

interviewed described that when she began working at a new club she consciously 

strategized what "look" to cultivate in this particular venue. As one of the only petite and 

Anglo women who worked there, she decided to wear lots of pinks, did her makeup in 

soft hues, piled her hair in curls on her head and used children's barrettes in an attempt to 

capture the "little white girl" look that was not represented in that club. Circulating 

erotic scenes. 
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through the club offering table dances, she found that if her "identity" was unappealing or 

unsuccessful, there were other men to move onto. Likewise, if the identity was ultimately 

not bringing in enough money, it could be mutated, or replaced. Another dancer used the 

manipulation of skin color to make more money at work. She found that the application 

of self-tanning lotion around a bathing suit, which produced a distinct tan line, began to 

significantly increase the amount of tips she received on stage. 

Annie Sprinkle, whose work breaches numerous boundaries, as "art melts into 

pom, pom accommodates life, life becomes art"(Straayer 233) illustrates a consciousness 

of her sexuality as a constmcted identity. In Anatomy of a Pin Up Photo (1991), for 

example, Sprinkle maps out the construction of the hyper-sexualized female, and the 

"nature" of sexiness. Straayer writes of this piece, "this demystification of the sexual 

object is a recurring motif in Sprinkle's work, from her admission that she can't walk in 

her six-inch heels to her design for a paper-doll Annie with cock, finger and tampon 

accouterments. In her Transformation Salon photos. Sprinkle demonstrates the 

coexisting potentialities of 'regular person' and 'sex star'" (Straayer 235-236). A 

cartoon in the Valentine 1992 issue of Penthouse reads, "...at the 900 'Hot-Bitch Hooker 

Phone Sex' business office;" this caption appears above an illustration of two obese 

women shoving their faces with pie and donuts while cradling a phone. The cartoon 

reveals an obvious consciousness of the way in which sexuality is constructed, for sale, 

and the fallacy which lies behind that construction. The cartoon serves as an obvious 

admission that sexiness, and especially the sale of sexiness, is nothing but an illusion and 
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that sex work is in fact selling a facade, selling an illusion of and to a "real" sexuality that 

is never truly "there." There is no "there" there; sexuality as a commodity is nothing but 

illusion, and publications like Penthouse seem to be conscious of that fact. The 

conscious manipulation, mutation, or complete creation of identity appears to be an 

integral part of some spheres of sex work. 

Butler identifies drag as another space where the conscious performance of gender 

occurs. She proposes that the inner truth of gender is a fabrication and that "true" gender, 

or "true" identity is "a fantasy instituted and inscribed on the surface of bodies" (Butler, 

Gender Trouble 136). The social construction of gender can be seen as taking place 

through the performance and impersonation of gender. Butler suggests that drag subverts 

the distinctions drawn between irmer and outer psychic space, and that the external 

expression of gender is mocked and subverted in a process that she refers to as 

"impersonation," but which I define as the conscious performance of performativity. -

Drag brings to the surface the notion that appearance is an illusion. Drag makes it appear 

that the outside appearance of the performer is feminine, but that the intemal "essence," 

the true "identity," is masculine (or the other way around). Gender significations are 

displaced through the inversion of iimer and external "identity." However, as Butler 

writes, "the notion of an original or primary gender identity is often parodied within the 

cultural practices of drag, cross-dressing, and the sexual stylization of butch/femme 

identities" (Butler, Gender Trouble 137). Butler points out that, similar to theorizing 

• In Gender Trouble. Butler begins to grapple, through theorizing about drag, with the performance of 
gender and identity. It Is not until her later book. Bodies That Matter, that Butler theorizes and defines the 
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about sex work, feminist theory has often understood such parodic identities (drag and 

cross-dressing) as being degrading to women, or as an uncritical co-optation of 

heterosexual power structures and sex role stereotyping (butch/femme lesbian identities). 

While Butler focuses on the distinction between the anatomy of the performer and the 

gender that is being performed in drag, similar conclusions about the conscious 

performance of gender may be applied to sex work. She writes, "as much as drag creates 

a unified picture of "woman" (what its critics often oppose), it also reveals the 

distinctness of those aspects of gendered experience which are falsely naturalized as a 

unity through the regulatory fiction of heterosexual coherence. In imitating gender, drag 

implicitly reveals the imitative structure of gender itself—as well as its contingency" 

(Butler, Gender Trouble 137). The categories of sex and gender are denaturalized 

through performances such as drag, and the cultiural mechanisms which fabricate them are 

brought to the surface. 

Butler also asserts that the notion of gender parody does not assume that there is 

an original identity being parodied, but rather that "the parody is o/the very notion of an 

original.. .Gender parody reveals that the original identity after which gender fashions 

itself is an imitation without an origin ... it is a production which, in effect—that is, in its 

effect—postures as an imitation" (Butler, Gender Trouble 138). Butler identifies these 

types of performances as potential sites of agency in their ability to resignify and 

recontextualize identity through the displacement of sex and gender as a fixed category. 

"external expression" or "impersonatioii" of gender as "performativity." 
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She acknowledges that these parodies are taking their gender meanings from misogynist 

culture, however, she writes "they are nevertheless denaturalized and mobilized through 

their parodic recontextualization" (Butler, Gender Trouble 138). 

Consciously performing gender enables the sex workers 1 interviewed to mock 

and parody the performance of what it means to be sexual and female. One dancer with 

whom I spoke, who worked with other women dancing behind plexi-glass in a peep 

show, described her work as a process of mocking and making jokes. The dancers made 

up their own lyrics to every song on the jukebox, screaming out "Squirrels, Squirrels, 

Squirrels" at the customers, for example, when Motley Crue's "Girls, Girls, Girls," came 

on. The sex workers I looked at do not label their work as "exploitation" but rather feel 

that they are paid extremely high wages to do work that feels like just a big joke. Former 

topless dancer Judy Helfand writes, "my expressed feelings of the time were total ease 

and a kind of sarcastic humor about how ridiculous men were if I would make twenty-

five dollars a night for showing my tits for thirty minutes max. At the topless club 1 spent 

my time off stage studying, or sitting at the bar feeling superior to the poor jerks who 

patronized the place" (Delacoste & Alexander 100). Another dancer I spoke with 

described how working in the peep show setting was unique because the men would only 

look at your vagina. She said, "in the peep show they were Just looking at the vagina. 

There were moments that were hysterical because I'm just getting paid to put my vagina 

in a little window, and that never stopped being hysterically funny, and I'm getting paid 
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twenty five dollars an hour to just put my vagina in a fi-ame and move it a round a little, 

or touch it." 

Along with the sex workers' humor and mockery of their performance, comes a 

displacement of the erotic, and a psychic distancing between the performed identity and a 

sense of 'true' identity. Many sex workers assert that their performance as sex workers 

are experienced by them as neither erotic nor sexual. One woman who worked as a 

topless waitress while in graduate school said it was not a sexual experience at all: she 

would go to work, serve drinks and not even "see" the customers. It was just work, and 

work that paid well. Dancer Judy Helfand, who also worked while in college, writes, 

I never felt part of my work world. I had no friends, talked with few of 
my co-workers, and never interacted with any of them outside work. 
To some degree I felt superior. I was a college student doing this 
temporarily. But in truth, I didn't know how to relate to people other 
than sexually or intellectually. To have sexual passion enter my 
workplace would have been too scary. (Delacoste & Alexander 102) 

Linda Reller, who worked for close to ten years at the Lusty Lady in Seattle, 

described the job as filled with jokes or anti-sexy practicalities like nudging other dancers 

on stage if a tampon string had unintentionally popped out. She never identifies herself 

as having been "exploited" in the ways that certain feminists describe, but has a poignant 

practicality about the whole thing. She feels like men are so desperate that they would 

pay to watch her sit and eat a sandwich. She also described, along with the humor and 

mockery which the dancers instituted on the job, a very blunt practicaUty about male 

sexuality. She described not understanding the titillation induced by putting a dildo 

inside of her because—for her—it was so routine, so matter of fact, and so ridiculous. A 
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part of that feeling, she claims, comes from a very stark practicality about the body, and 

bewilderment at the exorbitant amounts of money that are poured out to just look at a 

body—hers—and to look at her do something with that body that had become no more 

out of the ordinary than, say, eating a sandwich. There no longer seemed any difference 

between putting a dildo up her vagina and eating a sandwich, because the work was not 

experienced as being sexual or erotic at all. She also talked about meeting her present 

partner while dancing one night, and she was instantly attracted and turned on by him. 

After meeting and talking with him, she could not continue to dance, and she ended up 

having to leave work for the night. Another dancer who I interviewed said that when she 

worked with her husband at a club, they would just pass each other in the hall, nod, and 

have minimal contact because it was almost like he was embarrassed, and being with her 

partner in the club was "really strange." The loss of psychic distancing between the 

performance of identity, and 'true' identity is disconcerting for these dancers. When the 

lines between the performance, and 'authentic' feelings of sexuality or love become 

blurred, performing sexuality as work becomes difficult, tense, and "strange." 

These dancers seem to be subverting dominant norms and roles of sexuality, and 

they appear to be subverting the sexist script which feminists have been critiquing for 

some time.^ Their work consists of performing identity, and tiuning identity into a 

commodity for sale. I will come back to the implications of how sex work commodifies 

identity later on. Their stories identify that on the one hand they are acting out a specific 

' That script being one of male access to, control of, and constiuctioii of female sexuality, and a script of 
homy, aggressive males, and females as receptacles of anything firom the male gaze to the male penis. 
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(and sexist) sexual script. In essence, their job is to participate in, embody, and act out 

this sexual script. On the other hand, in the process of performing a predominantly 

misogynist identity they are altering that script amongst themselves. They don't adopt it 

as their "true" or "personal" sexual identity; they in fact, consciously play with that script, 

mock it, laugh at it, and undermine it. For these women, the very performance of 

sexuality as work becomes a joke, and undermining it through laughter, and through a 

complete disregard for its erotic nature, seems central to the way that they negotiate the 

work they do. 

Along with the removal of the erotic from performing sex as work, accomplished 

through a consciousness about the their work as a construction, the dancers also seem 

conscious of the way gender is constructed in larger social spheres. Consciousness about 

the construction of sexuality and gender within sex work appears to open up a space for 

consciousness about the construction of gender and sexuality in society at large. 

Dancer Aline writes, 

Back at the club—we were all sex workers, exhibiting our nearly nude 
bodies, crotically moving our torsos, hips, pelvises. From the stage, we 
literally looked down upon the men, with their beaming, grinning 
faces. Their howls, homy male barks, whistles and cat calls made them 
look like a pack of dogs or wolves, all waiting to get at some &esh 
meat or to get it on with a "bitch in heat" We felt as if we were above 
it all, because we were sexy, desirable, young, gorgeous, confident, and 
proud to be female. Knowing their eyes were all on me, I was 
empowered, in control. I soon realized that they were playing a social 
game, pretending to be ready to mount any of us if we had asked them 
to do so. It was part of the ritual. In the m'ghtclub and at "stag parties," 
booze, grass or whatever it took to shut off the real world was always 
available. I was another diversion, an erotic intoxicant that pulled them 
&om reality for awhile. (Delacoste & Alexander 133) 
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She describes not only a consciousness about her performance, and how tliat was an 

empowering experience, but also a consciousness about how this scene was 

representative of a larger "social game." She sees the construction of sexuality as a 

"ritual," enacted in multiple spheres, and not isolated solely within the confines of 

nightclubs. Prostitute Priscilla Alexander writes about a conversation with a male friend 

who considers himself somewhat of a whore, but not in a professional way. 

I just never realized how difficult it was for people to make that 
transition [from being promiscuous, to fucking for money]. It was a 
case of getting money when you needed money. I did not think then 
that 1 had taken such a big step. I had considered myself a whore from 
the time I had become sexually active, even before I became sexually 
active. From that time on, I had thought of myself as a whore and it 
was like, well, I'm gonna make money at it, and, sure, try to get paid 
for it. (Delacoste and Alexander 55) 

She is astutely conscious of being considered a whore the moment she becomes sexually 

active, that she is constructed as a whore no matter what, and that being sexual as a 

female means being constructed as a whore. Therefore, being paid for being a whore 

becomes a fairly easy leap to take, and in fact affords power and agency over the 

situation. Prostitute Rosie Summers writes, 

When I was on the street, I sometimes was subjected to men amusing 
themselves by honking for me, and then screaming or making ugly 
faces when I came close to the car, then racing off. Maybe it was 
because I looked men in their faces, which is something non-prostitute 
women train themselves not to do, and which I don't do now, but I 
remember men on the street insulting me. (Delacoste and Alexander 
115) 

Summers articulates her knowledge of how the construction of proper femininity "trains" 

women to keep their eyes down and avoid asserting the sexual gaze, or any gaze at all. 

because that gaze concretely belongs to a masculine and public sphere. Working as a 
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prostitute. Summers became aware of the boundaries constructed between proper and 

improper femininity. 

After reading the above quotation to one dancer, she said it makes her think about 

why dancers are always hesitant when women come into the audience of strip clubs. She 

said, "they can either be friendly and open and have a good time, or they behave as if we 

are completely different than they could ever be, and its eery." The same dancer also 

described a scene that occurred while she was working in the booth show at the Lusty 

Lady. 

A guy was there with a bunch of his friends for his bachelor party. I 
was in the booth and said to him, 'well, Tve been happily married for 
this many years, and its been really great and I wish you luck,' and he 
just totally fell apart, and was really upset that I could compare my 
personal reality with his personal reality, that I was drawing some 
parallel between me and the woman he was going to marry. He was 
there to look at pussy and get a boner, and he couldn't flmction in this 
sort of sleeze mode that he wanted to be in, which he could obviously 
only experience by having it be this 'other' reality. It was like I had 
said something really nasty about his wife to be. He kept trying to find 
a reason that my situation could not apply to his situation. He asked 
what my husband's job was, and 1 said 'he's a bookkeeper.' Finally he 
said, 'well, he's black right?' 

She went on to say that most men were shocked and horrified to find out that she was 

happily married, and their responses were almost always along the lines of, "and your 

husband lets you do this? How can your husband let you do this?" Whether male or 

female, the audience has difficulty understanding that sex workers are performing a 

construction, and when belief in the construction is ruptured the audience searches to 

maintain the illusion that sex workers are the "other." The audience is invested in the 

belief that performed identity is not separate from who the sex workers 'really' are. 
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Believing in the performance is necessary for the audience to get off on it. And believing 

that these women exist solely to impart pleasure upon the audience, and that they have no 

shared reality with the audience's 'own' lives, enables that pleasure to be arousing, and 

enables paying for pleasure to seem somehow normalized. When the separation between 

performance and the sex worker's 'true' identity is ruptured, or broken down, the 

performance is no longer experienced as erotic for the audience. The customers only 

want to know, and get off on, their own construction, or fantasy, about the 'authentic' 

identity behind the performance. Likewise, what gets challenged for the audience is the 

construction of their own gender and sexuality. When a connection between the sex 

worker and the customer is made, it becomes apparent and visible that the customer's 

sexuality and gender, and performance of those identities, are just as constructed as the 

sex workers themselves. 

The construction of boundaries between "proper" and "improper" femininity 

becomes visible to these sex workers through their interactions with customers. 

Consciousness of these boundaries on the part of sex workers creates a unique space of 

resistance to the way in which femininity is constructed. However, they are likewise 

invested in maintaining a separation between the "performed" and "true" identity. 

Constraints by power (the maintenance on the part of sex workers of an identity split) 

always coexist with resistance to it. In contrast to their audience, the separation between 

'tme' identity and performed identity is what displaces the erotic for sex workers. 

Psychic distance from the performance is what makes it not an erotic experience for the 
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sex worker. Hcv/ever, their work still necessitates a psychic separation between the 

"performed" and "true" identity, which re-inscribes the binaries of "proper" and 

"improper" femininity, of "whore" and "wife." In an opposite, but similar fashion as the 

customer, sex workers partially maintain a sexist structiure of female sexuality, and the 

duality of proper and improper sexuality, through the psychic splitting of their own 

identity which they consistently identify as being integral to their work. 

Even though sex workers on one level appear to be reinforcing certain binary 

definitions of female sexuality, the process by which they become conscious of this 

identity split, nevertheless, enables some sex workers to articulate a more sophisticated 

consciousness about the intersection of gender and economic exploitation. Many sex 

workers display an open rejection of participating in a capitalist system where women's 

labor is largely unpaid. Debra, who worked as a prostitute for nine years, writes: 

I've had a lot of different jobs. I've worked in canning factories, 
which is horrendous work. That's why prostitution was so nice for me. 
Because you got a lot of money. You didn't take harassment. You 
didn't allow it. You were in control of the situation. You know? If 
someone patted my bottom, I got money for it. They didn't expect it to 
be part of the job. Which is basically what I was going through with a 
lot of the other jobs. Being told that I should be thankj[ul for the job. 
Please kiss my ass and thank me for giving you this shit job. You 
know? And I was getting totally fed up with it. So I started 
prostitution and took to it immediately. (Delacoste & Alexander 93) 

She appears conscious of the sexual exploitation that defines business as usual for 

most female workers, and prostitution affords her a space to control what feels 

like inevitable exploitation. Linda Reller commented that the reason sex work 

feels empowering economically is because, "I know what I'm doing for a dollar. 

It's not 'he might give me a raise if I do this,' it's a very plain, on the table 
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exchange." The distance between the commodity that is sold and the worker who 

produces it is very small, and this is identified as empowering. Reller 

commented, "I started dancing in Seattle because I wasn't into exploiting 

anything but myself. I was squatting at the time, and it was one of the ways to 

cop out of the system, besides living solely on dumpster diving." 

Sex Worker Aline expresses consciousness about coping out of the often 

abusive and arguably always exploitative marriage system. 

No, I hardly fit the stereotypical image of a lady of the night. I've 
never "prowled," and over half my "business" had been conducted in 
glorious sunlight. I contemptuously reject marriage, which is all too 
often a form of unpaid, or indirectly paid, licensed, sanctioned, 
prostitution. Am I bound to become some kind of quasi-quaint old 
maid? Hardly. I'drathersuckcock than kiss ass! (Delacoste & 
Alexander 131) 

Phyllis Luman Metal, who began working as a prostitute at age fifly-five, expresses 

similar sentiments: 

When I first charged for it, I had much more self respect and self worth 
than I ever had before. I felt appreciated. When I was a wife I was 
expected to do a lot of shit work and service my husbands and their 
desire, not mine. I felt used and abused. No trick ever broke my ribs 
like my husband did. No trick ever took all my money and left me 
when it was all gone-another husband did that No trick ever urged me 
to neglect my children to accommodate him. No trick ever threw a 
bunch of in-laws who made my life miserable at me. No trick ever 
came home dnmk every m'ght like one of my husbands did. And I 
always had money, which I did not when I was married. And I never 
got a venereal disease. (Delacoste & Alexander 120) 

She expresses a consciousness about the false narrative of sex workers as abused victims 

and how that narrative deflects attention firom the unpaid, exploitative, and often abuse-

laden work within the heterosexual, nuclear family paradigm. Prostitution is expressed as 

a much better option, which affords more freedom, control and money. The narrative 
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about sex work as being exploitative enforces the idea that capitalism works for women 

and that women are not exploited in "legitimate" types of work. If sex work were to be 

revealed as a better option than "the system," and not a last ditch act of economic 

desperation, it would become apparent that women are actually exploited, and sexualized, 

in "legitimate" work environments. 

Similar to the rejection of a capitalist economic system, ex-dancer and nude 

model Judy Helfand describes dancing as a means by which she rejected buying into a 

system of patriarchal power. She writes. 

Somehow we need to find a way to talk about what we do of our own 
volition. Possibly we can come to see our participation not as 
collaboration but as-what? Self-illusion? Making it in the system? 
Finding a way to feel good about being a woman given the few options 
offered? I want to understand the process whereby I refused to buy 
into the lies of wifehood, self-sacrifice and living for a man, but never 
saw that the mirror-image lies in buying into the patriarchal version of 
independence-power and not needing a man. (Delacoste & Alexander 
101) 

In addition to describing her work as a rejection of certain constructions of femininity, 

she also identifies ambivalence about the power she felt and the resistance she enacted. 

In her essay, "Silence Again," Helfand articulates the ambivalent scene of agency that she 

experienced as a nude dancer in San Francisco. She first describes feelings of ease and 

empowerment firom being found sexually attractive. She also felt economically 

empowered by finally solving the dilemma of how to go to school and earn a living. She 

writes. 

Having a presence and physical bod/ which men found sexually 
attractive was important to my self-esteem. Having men pay to get 
turned on by me was an affirmation of my sexual power. At times I 
would dance for a certain man, trying to make him uncomfortable by 
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flaundng my body at him.. .Men could want and need me. I wouldn't 
fall into the traditional female role of pining atter men, trying to 
ensnare them with various schemes. I'd just be so sexy I could have 
any man I wanted. Although, of course, I didn't want any of them. 
(Delacoste & Alexander 101) 

However, she goes on to express that her feelings of empowerment were still dependent 

upon the way that power constructs female subjects, even when they appear to be 

resisting structures of power. She writes, 

What I never saw was that in basing my self worth on men's desire I 
was far from developing a true sense of worth based on self love...I see 
this false sense of power as one way internalized oppression keeps us 
down. For years I isolated myself from other women and put my 
considenble energies into men. I wanted to feel on a par with the most 
important, powerfiil people. Being sexually desired was the fix I 
needed to feel in control, to feel powerfiil. Now I see how this worked 
against the recognition of my own real oppression as a woman. I see 
that wanting men to want you sexually is what men want (Delacoste & 
Alexander 101) 

Her thoughts illustrate how subjects remain dependent upon dominant power structures 

even while resisting power, or feeling empowered. Similar to Butler's descriptions of 

power, the performance of gender, while in ways empowering, still takes its gendered 

meanings from misogynist culture, and still retains a dependency on the way culture 

constructs gender in multiple social spheres. Sex workers like Helfand have agency 

within their performative sphere, which produces a sense of empowerment and rejection 

of certain patriarchal values. However, the sphere in which they have agency is a limited 

space that does not entail broader power structures which ultimately oppress women. 

Dancer Linda Reller believes that the power found in the performative sphere of sex work 

is based on a type of power between genders which is based entirely on sex, and the 

exchange of dollars, as opposed to the complex and emotional interactions that occur 
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between men and women in personal relationships. She defines this sphere as being "two 

dimensional," and lacking the ambiguity of power between genders which is difficult for 

men and women to negotiate in the outside world. She explains. 

The power structure is just based on sex, in a strip club all that's left is 
this two dimensional view of power - It's a distillation of a female 
penona, and not applicable to all aspects of your life, as long as you're 
worldiig within that framework, customer and dancer. But the minute 
either one of you steps outside that framework, you are in a different 
range of power. Men are comfortable in this club setting because in the 
real world, there are so many confusing levels of power in relationships 
with women, and in the club all that's gone and you have the one 
dynamic of power. 

She said, "the blocks with which you construct your performative identity come firom the 

predominant misogynist culture. An aspect of yotu: identity always depends upon these 

cultural building blocks." For example, Reller describes having experimented with 

wearing no costume at work, and dancing completely nude. She said. 

If you are just naked, with no costume, [the customers] have nothing to 
stereotype you with. If you are just naked it's not attractive to them, 
you make no money. They need some sort of, they want to identify 
you as a certain type of person, a certain type of girl. That's why if 
you just wear lace stockings and a garter, as opposed to nothing, you're 
a 'sex kitten.' If you wear chains, and some leather, and your nose 
pierced, you're some other type of identity.. .Even if they are staring at 
pussy ninety percent of the time, they want to know that it's a 'sixteen 
year old' pussy, or some 'goth' girl's pussy. 

Any type of agency on the part of the dancers ultimately cannot be separated fi-om a 

misogynist culture upon which their identity remains dependent. 

Linda Helfand illustrates how power in the performative sphere of sex work 

intersects with her identity in the "real" world. 

Somehow, it seems to me that being a sex worker was a way of 
denying the feelings which were tied to sex at an unconscious level. 
This is still an open question for me. Topless dancing, nude modeling 
were never neutral experiences. Despite my avowed ease there was 
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always a certain stridency, a feeling of daring which must have been 
the cover for fear and vulnerability. I was a lost young girl co-existing 
with a powerful, independent woman. (Delacoste & Alexander 102) 

She feels powerful and independent in this performative sphere because she knows how 

to negotiate and interact there. However, her essay articulates that her attitude outside of 

work is one of being a "lost, young girl." There appears to be a strong and discernible 

psychic splitting between the "self-constructed," or "performative" self, and the "real" 

self in the sex workers I spoke with. They quite clearly illustrate the simuhaneous 

existence of multiple identities found among other oppressed peoples, similar to the idea 

of "double-consciousness" identified by W.E.B. Du Bois in The Souls of Black Folk. He 

writes. 

It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of 
always looking at one's self through the eyes of others, of measuring 
one's soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and 
pity. One ever feels his twoness-an American Negro; two souls, two 
thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark 
body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder. 
(xviii) 

Sex workers experience a similar double consciousness and identity splitting 

between a performed identity, that is measured by an audience and the predominant 

culture, and the existence of a 'true' identity outside of this construction. Sprinkle 

describes the duality of her identity in an interview with Research. She says, 

I was bom Ellen Steinberg but I didn't like being Ellen very much so I 
invented Annie Sprinkle. Ellen was excruciatingly shy; Annie was an 
exhibitiom'st. Ellen was fat and ugly and unattractive and no one 
seemed to want her, but Annie was voluptuous and sexy and everyone 
seemed to want her. Ellen desperately needed attention; Aimie 
Sprinkle got it Ellen had to wear ugly orthopedic shoes and flannel 
m'ghtgowns, but Anm'e got to wear six-inch spiked heels and fetish 
lingerie. Ellen was scared of boys and absolutely terrified of sex, but 
Annie was fearless. Ellen was fiill; Armie was exciting. ...After all 
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these years I've finally come to realize that Ellen Steinberg really must 
be Annie Sprinkle, and the truth is, Annie Sprinkle really is Ellen 
Steinberg. (32-33) 

Annie Sprinkle articulates a similar type of double consciousness about the way that 

resistance and dependency upon power coexist within her identity. Annie Sprinkle's 

Anatomy of a Pin Up Photo reveals two ideals coexisting in one body. On the one hand. 

Sprinkle's scathing commentary scribbled on top of a pin up photo of herself, reveals 

sexuality as a construction. She likewise illustrates the pain that this construction inflicts 

upon the female body. She writes, "my feet are killing me," "I can't walk and can barely 

hobble," "Corset makes my waist 4 '/z inches smaller, but I can't breathe," "Lungs 

restricted: I cannot breathe," "I can't bend over in the corset." Yet she includes as well 

copy which reads: " * In spite of it all, I'm sexually excited AND feeling great." Even 

while mocking, exposing and resisting the construction of feminine sexuality, Annie is 

simultaneously turned on by it.'' This piece illustrates the simultaneous existence and 

expression of both a resistance to the construction of feminine sexuality and sexual 

enjoyment from participation in that very construction. Her experience illustrates the 

simultaneous existence of agency and oppression. Sprinkle, as well as other sex workers, 

are manipulating the perfonnative sphere. They are taking what is empowering in that 

* Annie Sprinkle consistently descnbes her career, as a prostitute, pom star, and performance artist as 
always having been a sexual or erotic experience for her. This appears in contndiction to my claim that 
for the majority of sex workers, their work is not a sexual experience and the displacement of erotic 
feelings contributes to the ability to gain consciousness about the construction of sexuality. Sprinkle's 
work, on the one hand, illustrates the difficult bind between essentialising the sexual experiences of sex 
worlis and trying to theorize about patterns in their work which speak to commoa experiences with 
identity. As Helene Cixous writes, "you can't talk about a female sexuality, uniform, homogenous, 
classifiable into codes."(Marks & Coiutivron, 246) However, I would also argue that Sprinkle's abihty to 
feel sexual while working is tied to the level of control she has over the representation of herself. 
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recontextualizing the rest. On the one hand double consciousness among the sex workers 

produces resistance to the construction of gender and sexuality. The ambiguous scene of 

agency is illustrated in the way that on the other hand, they are simultaneously enforcing 

boundaries between properly and improperly constructed identities through the psychic 

split that occurs between a sense of "performed" and "true" identity. 

The psychic splitting experienced in sex work differs, however, from the identity 

splitting, or psychic distancing, between 'real' identity and performed gender identity 

experienced by women not involved in sex work and circulating through society at large. 

My claim is that this distance is much larger when the very sexualized scripts (Butler's 

performativity) that are repeated are performed as work. This larger psychic distancing 

appears to be partly a response to the nature of the work, and turning identity into a 

commodity which is in fact less alienated from the worker than in other types of work. 

Sex work turns identity into a commodity, which produces a type of alienation from 

identity, or a psychic splitting of identity, in order to preserve a sense of'real' identity. 

This likewise produces a critique of the notion of 'authentic' or 'true' female identity in a 

way that drag exposes the fallacy of notions that an 'authentic' gender really exists. The 

sex workers I looked at fmd economic empowerment in the way that sex work is a type of 

pseudo-self employment. They feel in part "owners" of their means of production, 

owners in exploiting themselves in a direct fashion, through their bodies, as opposed to 

being a proletarian cog in the capitalist system. However, because identity is the 
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ccmmodity produced, identity is revealed as produced, and hence de-natiu^ized. Sex 

work has the power to both undo identity at the same time that it affirms particular 

constructions of identity. It breaks down gender and identity more generally by revealing 

the constructed nature of identity in the performative sphere of sex work. Being paid 

directly for the performance of identity strongly reveals that identity is nothing but a 

construction. Being a secretary, for example, entails performing a certain persona at 

work, but it is not paid for in such a direct fashion. There still exists an illusion that a 

secretary is not paid for a performance, when in fact her job depends very much on her 

dress, her friendliness, and her work identity. 

When identity, or the direct performance of identity, is the commodity produced 

(is paid for directly), a consciousness about the way gender is performed is also produced. 

In sex work there is much less personal investment in the success or failure of the 

performed identity, and no permanent attachment to the identity, in contrast to 'real life' 

identity which remains much more fixed. Butler argues that the performance of gender 

(when identity is not performed as work) is for the most part an unconscious process, and 

it is not so easy to slip from one persona to the next, to try on and discard identities. 

Likewise, when identity is not performed as work and transformed into a commodity, we 

become invested, often heavily, in the success or failiure of our identities to capture the 

attention, love, and connection of people who often remain fixed features in our lives. 

There is no revolving door of respondents to our identities, but rather a myriad of 
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ephemeral to life-long relationships upon which the reception of our "performativity" 

depends. 



Existing Feminist Literature on Sex Work, Sexual Representation and Resistance to the 
Oppression of Women: 

Having theorized the experience of performing sexuality and gender through a 

Foucauldian and Butlerain framework of power and identity, it becomes apparent that 

existing feminist literature does not provide an adequate analysis of sex work. Previous 

literature on sex work typically falls into two camps. The anti-sex faction, led by 

Katherine MacBCirmon and Andrea Dworkin, defines sex work as the actual exploitation 

and abuse of women and as an ideological tool by which gender inequality is imposed by 

force. Within this paradigm, sex workers, or anyone who supports or participates in sex 

work, are defined as colluding with or internalizing patriarchal power, and existing in a 

state of false consciousness. The pro-sex faction, on the other hand, defines sex work as a 

political sphere in which patriarchal standards of sexuality and gender may be 

transgressed. Sexual representations are viewed as a means by which an essentialized 

construct of'true' female sexuality may be liberated from the oppressive functions of 

power. This framework views power as primarily a repressive force, and assumes that an 

intact female consciousness exists to be liberated via representation and the speaking of 

sex more. 

Katherine MacBCirmon's writing dominates the anti-pomography/anti-sex work 

camp, and provides an incomplete analysis based on defining representation as reality. 

MacKirmon defines sex work as the actual exploitation and subordination of women. In 

her book Only Words, MacKirmon presents a firamework which defines pornography as 
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sexual abuse. She begins her book with an eerie soliloquy detailing the various sexual 

tortures of women at the hands of their fathers, doctors, and husbands. She then asserts 

that with the invention of the camera, pictures "are made of you" (4), and the 

aforementioned males sexually abuse "you." MacKinnon defines pornography as 

pictures which document the sexual abuse of women. She defines the pornography 

industry as the buying and selling of pictures documenting the sexual abuse of "captive" 

women. Ex-pom star Linda Lovelace is invoked by both MacKinnon and Andrea 

Dworkin in order to give a face to this abuse. Narratives of her experiences of sexual 

coercion, sexual violence, and the subsequent documentation of this abuse by the pom 

industry are used to support MacKinnon's definition of pomography as actual abusive 

acts, and not the representations of sexual acts. The conflation of representation with 

reality through the definition of pomography as an enactment of sexual abuse is a 

common move by other feminist authors such as Kate Millet, Susan Griffm, and Gloria 

Steinem. In several essays (most recently in an editorial published in MS magazine about 

the release of the film The People vs. Larry Flint), Steinem refers to the Greek root of the 

word pomography,/jorwoi, meaning slavery, and defines pomography as the enactment 

of actual practices of slavery and as the capture and abuse of actual women. 

MacKinnon's account of sex work does not fit into a Butlerian firamework for 

several reasons. First and foremost, MacKinnon defines power, in part, as something that 

presses upon a subject. She suggests that power abuses the actual women involved in sex 

work and "subordinates" or "oppresses" women at large. Secondly, MacKinnon sees 
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representation as reality; consequently, sex work and pornography are not 

representations, but rather real acts of abuse. This is in direct contrast to Butler, who 

defines reality as representation, and sees sex work as revealing the way that gender and 

sexuality are nothing but constructed representations of identity. By defining sex workers 

as abused victims and locating resistance in the total elimination of certain 

representations, any possibility for sex workers to have agency becomes nothing but an 

effect of subordination. MacKinnon sees participation in sex work, and any feelings of 

empowerment that sex workers may claim to have, as collaboration in the patriarchal 

power over women. MacBCinnon writes. 

Because the inequality of the sexes is socially defuied as the enjoyment 
of sexuality itself, gender inequality appears consensual. This helps 
explain the peculiar durability of male supremacy as a system of 
hegemony as well as its imperviousness to change once it exists. It 
also helps explain some of the otherwise more bewildering modes of 
female collaboration. The belief that whatever is sexually arousing is, 
ipso facto, empowering for women is revealed as a strategy in male 
rule. (7) 

Those who advocate sex work, as well as the sex workers themselves, are seen as mere 

pawns of patriarchy, which defines their agency within the limited definition which 

Butler refers to as "a resistance that is really a recuperation of power"(/3). 

Anti-sex work feminists implicitly insist that sex workers, and anyone who argues 

in favor of female consent to anything "pomographic," and especially anyone arguing for 

a woman's right to the enjoyment of anything firom pornography, to sadomasochistic 

behaviors, to stripping, have merely internalized and colluded with patriarchy. Their 

desire is defined as an expression of dependency on, and adoption of, patriarchal 
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standards of female sexual behavior and/or desire. Butler responds, however, by saying 

that "the insistence that a subject is passionately attached to his or her own subordination 

has been invoked cynically by those who seek to debunk the claims of the subordinated" 

(6). Any room for sex workers to have agency or to resist the construction of female 

sexuality is. erased by claiming that they are only attached to their own subordination. 

Agency for sex workers in MacKirmon's framework appears only to be an effect of the 

subordination of women, and her argument stops there without engaging in the 

complexity of the relationship between the simultaneous attachment to, and resistance 

against, the way in which power shapes identity. 

MacKinnon's second argument is that pornography turns inequality into sex by 

transforming dominance into sexual pleasure for men, and submission into sexual 

pleasure for women. In her book Feminism Unmodified, MacKinnon is concemed with 

how pornography works ideologically. She attempts to theorize how unequal power 

relations between the sexes shape individual identities and social relations. Like many 

other feminist dieorists, she sees sexuality as the locus of gender inequality and suggests 

that the construction of sexuality works ideologically to oppress women. She writes. 

Gender emerges as the congealed form of the sexualization of 
inequality between men and women...Aggression against those with 
less power is experienced as sexual pleasure, an entitlement of 
masculinity. For the female, subordination is sexualized, in the way 
that dominance is for the male, as pleasure as well as gender identity, 
as femininity. Dominance, principally by women, and submission, 
principally by men, will be the mling code through which sexual 
pleasure is experienced. Sexism will be apolitical inequality that is 
sexually enjoyed. (6-7) 
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Citing statistics that the majority of women are sexually assaulted or harassed, she writes 

that subordination of women is sexualized, that sexual abuse works as a form of terror 

which maintains this subordination, and that "the mainspring of sex inequality is 

misogyny and the mainspring of misogyny is sexual sadism"(MacEGnnon 5). She 

identifies pornography in America as the means by which gender is imposed by force. 

She writes, "pornography tums sex inequality into sexuality and turns male dominance 

into the sex difference. Put another way, pornography makes inequality into sex, which 

makes it enjoyable, and into gender, which makes it seem natural"(3). She believes sex, 

and the construction of sexuality, to be the central site at which inequality of the sexes is 

enforced. 

Pornography in this context is defined as that which makes inequality into sex. 

Inequality is turned into sex, that which we culturally know as sex, through pornography. 

Pornography appears to be an intermediary space through which gender inequality is 

transformed into sexuality. Representation (pornography) does not function here as 

reality, but as a force which mutates reality (inequality) into "sex." Representation, for 

MacKiimon, has transformative powers; representation does things—it acts upon reality 

to create a dangerous and new reality, one which holds patriarchal power and gender 

inequality in place. Resistance to sexual inequality in this paradigm requires an 

elimination of representations which turn inequality into sex. The locus of resistance lies 

within the sphere of representation, and the ultimate resistance would be the elimination 

of pornographic representation. The actual women involved in sex work are erased in 



this paradigm, or turned into victims. As victims of larger representational strategies, sex 

workers are left witii no space to enact resistance or agency. 

Gender inequality, within this theoretical framework, is relegated to the realm of 

sexuality, and even more specifically to sex work, which denies the way power functions 

on micro levels in multiple sites outside of sexuality. This framework holds in place the 

illusion that "legitimate" spheres of work are not exploitative of women, sexually or 

economically, and denies women the agency to choose sex work as a less exploitative 

option or as a sphere whose oppressive and sexist constructs are negotiated as any other 

life sphere. The insistence that pro-pomography women are mere pawns of patriarchy 

also serves to locate female attachment to their own (sexual) subordination "over there," 

in the fixed and contained realm of "sex work," thereby claiming a space that is free from 

dependency upon subordination and exploitation for certain women (ie: those seen as 

"tme" feminists). This theoretical move assures "feminists" such as MacKinnon that 

they, in essence, are not formed by the same pressures of power which shape the very 

sexual behaviors they are fighting to eliminate. The location of subordination in the 

realm of sex work assures the illusion that there exists an inhabitable ivory tower, which 

certain womea are free to occupy (and choose to occupy), which is free from attachment 

to the subordinating measures which form the very idea of feminine sexuality. 

Numerous other feminist authors have argued that sex work can be seen as a 

transgressive space where representation may be used to liberate women through the 

demystification of female sexuality, by breaking the boundaries of public and private 
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space, and by claiming sexuality as a political space to be recontexualized. I will focus 

on Laura BCipnis, Pat Califia and Susie Bright as academic theorists, activists, and writers 

who argue for various positive aspects of sex work. 

The pro-sex work feminist camp assumes that power is a negative, repressive 

force which is suppressing "true" female sexuality, and as an extension, oppressing 

women at large. Writer Pat Califia, who has made a career of speaking about deviant 

sexualities, lesbian sado-masochistic/bondage practices, and fighting for issues of free 

speech and sexuality, asserts that conventional sexuality, along with family and gender, is 

an institution which feminism must work to dismantle. She sees conventional sexuality 

as controlling women's emotional and intimate lives, and points out that it has done 

incalculable damage to women: 

An essential part of the oppression of women is control over sexual 
ideology, mythology, and behavior. This social control affects the 
sexual nonconformist as well as the conformist. Because our training 
in conventional sexuality begins the minute we are bom, and because 
the penalties for rebellion are so high, no individual or group is 
completely free from erotic tyranny. (Califia 166) 

In the name of "fireeing" women firom the oppressive forces of conventional sexuality, sex 

work is seen as a transgressive medium with the power to dismantle the construction of 

gender and sexuality. However, this firamework falsely assimies that there is an intact, 

feminine consciousness which is being repressed, and that can hence be liberated through 

speaking sex differently and through creating a discourse of liberating feminine sexuality. 

This is in direct denial of the way that women's sexuality is in actuality shaped through 
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subjection, and that the creation of women's discourse can never fiilly escape that 

process. 

Laura Kipnis, a scholar, articulates the way in which feminist scholarship has 

argued that sex work is a transgressive medium. BCipnis takes a cultural studies 

perspective on pornography and her work is dedicated to analyzing pornography as a 

cultural artifact. She argues that pomography is about the politics of transgression, the 

violation of social mores, and the crossing of culturally sanctioned boundaries. She 

writes that "sweating naked bodies and improbable sexual acrobatics are only one side of 

the story" (164). She believes that pornography's most serious demand is that it insists 

on a sanctioned space for fantasy; its primary rule is transgression, "its greatest pleasure 

is to locate each and every one of society's taboos, prohibitions, and proprieties and 

systematically transgress them, one by one" (165). Kipnis defines transgression as "a 

precisely calculated intellectual endeavor. It means knowing the culture inside out, 

discerning its secret shames and grubby secrets, and knowing how to best humiliate it, 

knock it off its prim perch" (164). She believes that a culture's pomography can be 

viewed as a road map of a given culture's system of taboos and myths, with borders 

drawn against the anxieties and contradictions of that culture. BCipnis believes in the 

political importance of preserving a protected place for fantasy; 'Tomography," she 

writes, "provides a forum to engage with a realm of contents and materials exiled from 

public view and from the dominant culture, and this may indeed encompass unacceptable, 

improper, transgressive contents, including, at times, staples of the unconscious like 
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violence, misogyny, or racism" (202-203). She believes that in this transgressive realm 

there is a necessary, societal "freedom," a political space in which we can indulge in "a 

range of longings and desires without regard to the appropriateness and propriety of those 

desires, and without regard to social limits on resources, object choices, perversity, or on 

the anarchy of the imagination" (203). She believes that these expressions of "longings 

for plentitude" are reflections of more material issues such as "the social distribution of 

resources—the freedom to fantasize different futures, and different possibilities for 

individual, bodily, and collective fulfillment" (203). To ECipnis, that is an undeniably 

"political" space. 

By assuming that power functions in a repressive fashion, feminist political action 

in the realm of sexuality is constricted by the false notion that women can be freed 

through the creation of different discourses, and that this strategy for fighting power is 

revolutionary. Like Kipnis, sex is a political realm for Califia, who believes most people 

have been "browbeaten into thinking sex is not all that important"(152). Sex is 

revolutionary, she says, and she calls for people to become sex radicals. She calls for 

revolutionary practices which "take into account the human need for adventure, risk, 

competition, self-display, pleasurable stimulation, and novelty" (151). She likewise 

views the consumption of pornography as a liberating experience central to her sexual 

identity and fulfillment. She writes, 

I found that sex is a dry lesson in anatomy unless infused with the 
erotic imagination. The inner voice of Eros is arbitrary, bizarre, 
impeccably honest, bountiful, and so powerful as to be cruel. It takes 
courage to hear its demands and follow them. Because I sensed a 
connection between private fantasy and good sex, I did not abandon 
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ray smutty "home movies" as I learned how to persuade others to join 
me in sensual exploration.. .1 continued to enrich, diversify, and 
embroider fantasies. Today, reading pom (or erotic, if you enjoy 
euphemisms) and plying my vibrator are as important to me as the sex I 
have with lovers, friends, and tricks...Consequently I have a small but 
select collection of prose and visual material that brings out the 
libertine in me. (114) 

Califia fuses political action with the pursuit of pleasure. In her essay, "Sluts in Utopia: 

The Future of Radical Sex," she includes a list of 42 ways to unleash your inner sex 

radical. The list includes, among more conventional demands for fighting the pro-life 

movement, and being active in preventing violence against women, items such as: 

• Talking to a sex worker, a transgendered person, a ceh'bate, a 
masochist, a heterosexual-anybody whose sexual identity or practices 
are different from yours. 
• If a convenience store is being picketed for carrying adult 
magazines, walk in and buy one. Tell the manager you support her or 
his decision to carry the materials the customers want. 
• Write a sex ad. 
• When your newspaper says police are cracking down on 
prostitution, call the police an tell them you don't like them spending 
your money to bust hookers. Then write a letter to the paper saying the 
same thing. Urge the government to decriminalize prostitution. 
Nobody should have to go to jail for trying to make a living. 
• Look at your genitals. 
• Make or buy a sex toy. 
• Tell video stores you enjoy being able to rent X-rated movies. 
• Oppose attempts to get states to adopt a lower standard of 
obscenity. 
(Califia 153) 

Califia promotes sexual practices and sexual representations as sites of resistance to 

dominant, patriarchal ideology and political practices. However, these "revolutionary" 

practices are still enforcing the notion that there is an essentialized female sexuality 

which needs to liberated. Califia illustrates the way in which certain feminist political 

agendas aimed at liberating women are still operating under the assumption that identity 

is not constituted, and hence dependent upon, the very subjection they attempt to resist. 
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Writer Susie Bright has made a career out of creating alternative discourses of 

female sexuality. Like Califia and Kipnis, her writing functions within a firamework that 

defines power as repressive, and which sees sex work as transgressive and political. Self 

proclaimed as "America's Favorite X-rated intellectual," Bright has made a career out of 

writing about sex and publishing women's erotic fiction. She believes that speaking 

honestly about sex is of vital importance to society at large and for the feminist 

movement in particular. The importance she places on sexuality and the end of sexual 

repression is evident in the following passage from her book, Sexual State of the Union: 

Sex is such an urgent message from our body that sometimes we call it 
our soul. Lust carries risks, sexual intimacy has consequences; it is 
nature, not a gadget with a warranty. Nobody would go through it if 
the rewards were not so magnificent; the knowledge of one's body, the 
basic connection with another person. Without eroticism there is no 
love: even love between parent and child begins with such bliss, the 
end of the spectrum that begins at nurture and need. The most 
outstanding result of lust is new life, both in real births, and in the birth 
of our creativity, and such events are nothing short of a sensation. Of 
course it's worth it, and what's more, what the puritans and their gong 
shows don't seem to realize is that it's inevitable. Their prudery is 
killing people, both metaphorically and literally, but they carmot 
mandate their vision of purity because it is, at its very core an afTront to 
our survival" (13) 

Bright is dedicated to creating a space for women's erotic voices and has a vision of 

"desire empowered by action" (39) in the crusade to end anxieties about sexual deviance. 

She feels that social change will occur when women are no longer told how to get off, 

especially by a man, when they produce their own pornography, when the female sexual 

gaze is no longer ignored or pum'shed, and when women are able to define and 

disseminate their own sexuality and desire. She is extremely critical of the way the 

feminist movement has dealt with issues of sexuality, and writes: 
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Feminism as an intellectual movement has been largely torpedoed by 
stupid sex questions. The last time I was at a feminist symposium, 
surrounded by magnificent female minds, our host opened up the 
discussion by asking, "can a feminist wear lipstick?" She ahnost lost 
the whole group of us right there and then. Feminism is not about 
whether you're going to be cute or doggy, fucked or unflicked, nice or 
mean to the other girls. Feminists have gouged each other on such 
questions because they've been in a closet as big and crowded as all of 
Macy's basement. But until every last woman comes out about her 
sexual desire, its going to a be a bloody mess. (16) 

Bright is also critical of the way the feminist movement has colluded with political 

conservatives in the silencing of women about issues of sexuality. "Why are some 

women trying to slap chastity belts on their sisters?" she asks, "Is this a movement of 

reform, or a B-movie reform school? Nothing reminds a woman more of her second-

class status than having her daddy AND her big sisters tell her what to do" (16) 

However, she fails to realize that her own strategy for fighting the sexual oppression of 

women is based on the false assumption that subjection does not affect the formation of 

women as subjects, and that liberating women through speaking sex more is an 

ineffective strategy which denies the complexity of resistance and agency. 

Resistance in all the above mentioned models is located in the transgressive 

nature of speaking more about sex. Resistance in this model is likewise dependent upon 

looking at power as a repressive force. Creating representations of sexuality and 

disseminating more and different representations of sexuality are seen as activities which 

have the capacity to disrupt, transgress, and ultimately reconstitute the repressive forces 

of power which have silenced specific discourses about sexuality. Those who fight to 

end the silence about women's sexuality and the invisibility of women's "true" sexuality 

are seen as challenging power through the production of previously silenced sexual 
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discourses. Foucault, in History of Sexuality, Volume /, affirms that this model of 

resistance is both asking the wrong questions and ultimately fighting the wrong battle (or 

at least an inefiicient one). Foucault argues that Modem Western culture has not 

repressed sexuality, but rather through a history of institutionalized confessional 

practices, tumed all sexuality into discourse. He writes, "what is peculiar to modem 

societies, in fact, is not that they consigned sex to a shadow existence, but that they 

dedicated themselves to speaking of it ad infinitum, while exploiting it as the secret" (35). 

He also critiques the quest for liberation within a repressive model of sexuality, and 

writes: 

We must not be surprised, then, if the effects of liberation vis a vis this 
repressive power are so slow to manifest themselves since the effort to 
speak fireely about sex and accept it in its reality is so alien to a 
historical sequence that has gone unbroken for a thousand yean now, 
and so inimical to the intrinsic mechanisms of power, that it is bound to 
make little headway for a long time before succeeding in its mission. 
(10) 

Susie Bright, Laura Kipnis, and Pat Califia all assume that sexuality is being repressed, 

and their resistance is located in speaking, performing, or writing sex more. However, 

Foucualt insists that this model of liberation is going to make very little headway at best 

(and is utterly futile at worst), since it still operates within a false paradigm about the 

intersection of sexuality and power. Foucault argues that sex is already spoken of "ad 

infinitum," yet appears to be silenced, and the spaces and difference in silences, and why 

we falsely believe sex to be repressed and silenced, are the trae questions to be asked and 

analyzed. Foucault writes about the strategies of silence in History of Sexuality, Volume 

I: 
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There is no binary division to be made between what one says and what one does not 
say; we must try to determine the different ways of not saying such things, how those 
who can and those who cannot speak of them are distributed, which type of discourse is 
authorized, or which form of discretion is required in either case. There is not one but 
many silences, and they are an integral part of the strategies that underlie and permeate 
discourses. (27) 

Discourse about sex work from sex workers themselves has been largely silenced. Those 

that are able to speak about sex exist in a privileged space, in which writers like Bright or 

Califia are afforded control over the production and representation of their sexuality. 

This control over their own representation is what enables them to consider their work as 

a sexual and erotic experience. This is in direct contrast to the displacement of the erotic 

that is described by the sex workers I spoke with, who generally have much more limited 

control over the representation and performance of their sexuality. My analysis of the 

way that dancers speak through a discourse about sexuality as work reveals the way that 

previous feminist scholarship has enforced binary notions of sexuality as either repressed 

and silenced, or spoken and hence liberated. 

Foucault focuses instead on the productive aspects of power and the relationship 

between power, knowledge and pleasure. Judith Butler elaborates on this framework, 

insisting that sexual discourse does not repress an essentialized, "true" nature of female 

sexuality, but rather produces sexual subjects and identities. Subjects perform a sexuality 

that is dependent upon power. Through analyzing conscious performances of sexuality 

the belief in a true, essentialized sexuality is revealed, through parody and performance, 

as an illusion. As in the performance of drag, the "parody is of the very notion of an 

original"(Ge/iifer Trouble 138). Performing sexuality reveals that the idea of an original. 
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true female sexuality is an imitation without any true origin. Gender and sexuality can 

only be displaced as a fixed category through an analysis of the discourse of sex workers 

themselves who articulate a consciousness of how sexuality is performed. The discourse 

articulated by sex workers themselves enables the ambiguity of this sphere to be explored 

in a non-binary fashion which may ultimately lead to strategies of resistance which are 

more successful, or at least more realistic, than those postured by exclusively "pro"- or 

"anti"-sex work feminist writers. 
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Opening Up a Larger Space to Theorize About Gender and Identity: 

On my second day in graduate school I attended an all University, Women's 

Studies faculty luncheon, where for what felt like the tenth time in two day all new 

students popped up one by one proclaiming, in five sentences or less, what our "work" 

would be. And I bumbled through a chain of words that felt like they had nothing to do 

with me, or why I was there, ending in some inappropriate statement about having taught 

middle school English and that I had leamed I never wanted to teach, and that I really was 

just searching for a way to live in the jungle away from people for years on end. And 

then I nervously sipped lemonade, and gagged on Cilantro filled tostada salad, realizing 

immediately that no one at my table had any interest whatsoever in who I really am. And 

it became apparent quite quickly that what they were interested in was the performance 

we were so quickly and aptly learning how to play. 

Our role? -Graduate student. My lines? - "I'm researching the scientific discourse 

in the field of animal behavior, and the way in which constructions of proper femininity 

and masculinity, and patriarchal power and violence over women, are subscribed onto 

animals," or "I'm doing a post-structuralist/Foucauldian analysis of resistance and agency 

in sex work," or any sentence containing a combination of some or all of the words 

(post)-structuralist, Foucault, discourse, narrative, theory, cyborg, reproduction, 

construction, post-colonialism and identity. My costume? - an increasingly oozing and 

flattening 'academic-ass' fi-om life at the terminal; blackened teeth firom stress induced 
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chain smoking j&enzies; dark eye circles from popping awake at three am for the last 

month; crooked jaw line since I started to unconsciously grit my teeth. My props - Day 

planner with scribbles on everyday; bookshelves stuffed with books I'll never have time 

to read more than the introduction of; and perhaps, if I'm feeling frisky, a man who reads 

Marx,ybr fun, lounging in my bed. The scenes- Luncheons where community women 

want to hear us recite our lines; intellectually organized parties sponsored by the literature 

department like Dante's inferno Halloween party, (come dressed as your favorite 

punishment) where you get to recite your favorite lines-yet over beer; academic 

conferences where you get to tell your lines to strangers; meeting revered visiting 

professors over latte where you get to recite your favorite lines.. .It's all a performance, 

and one that is reiterated over and over, within a discernible system of constraints, on 

how you should speak, write, and promote yourself, - ultimately, on how you need to 

perform and represent yourself as a 'proper' graduate student. 

Pretty much from Act One: WS luncheon in the Rincon room, I found myself in 

yet another performance. Consciousness of this fact, which took performing it for close 

to two semesters, enabled me to a) not take my performance all that seriously, and b) 

resist the performance in whatever idiotic and invisible ways I could to retain my sense of 

sanity. Learning to not base my self worth entirely on this performance has been 

important, and is something which unfortunately many people do not leam, leading 

handfuls of neurotic graduate students to even go so far as to take their own lives from 

the pressure of it all. Beautiful as a bloody and tragic final scene would be to this yawn 
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of a ride, my resistance to this performance takes the form of referring to my "work/' or 

thesis, as my feces, or my theory as Theroy Brown (the badest man in town...) to refer to 

discourse in my head as disco, make jokes about being Post-Penis, and to spend my time 

in class blurting inappropriately worded, vernacular breakdowns of the theory, or passing 

notes around the room like its third grade, and whenever possible inserting the words 

flick, wacked, or dude into my public discourse. I do this largely because I'm often bored 

with the script, but mostly to maintain a distance between who I am, and my performed 

character the "graduate student." However, as much as I resist buying into my life as an 

academic, I'm still dependent upon this whole system within which I perform. It pays my 

bills. I'm dependent upon the disciplinary system of "academia" as the place where I'm 

supposed to be learning about things that truly matter to me. Degrees matter, letters of 

recommendation matter, playing the game matters. Having my students like me matters, 

having a professor comment that my writing needs "serious attention" hurts my feelings, 

getting little positive feedback on what I'm doing with most of my time for two years 

makes me feel like shit. And after performing this performance for two years, I feel just 

like prostitute Judy Edelstein who writes, "I wonder what there is left for me. I wonder 

where I am."(Delacoste & Alexander 63) 

These feeling speaks to the frustration of one dancer I interviewed who became 

angered when her partner's ex-girlfriend commented about her work with, "but its so 

demeaning" To which she responded, "dancing only offends me as a woman," and went 

on to challenge that her life as a student is on so many more levels demeaning - to 
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identity, to freedom of expression, to a creative and playful existence. She went on to 

say, 

"In my opinion a lot of creative people are sex workers. You can't 
make money being creative. The outlets are extremely limited and 
formalized to be creative, and there's a particular social echelon that 
purchases what is creative. If you have no desire to be in that social 
echelon there are no outlets that will pay you for your creativity, and I 
blame the acadenuc world for a lot of that. Sex work allows you to be 
creative, you get to appreciate it, and play around creatively, you get to 
be creative and get paid for it, but nobody really knows that. It's a 
constant performance, and enjoyable because you can evolve it, and 
evolve it, and do whatever you want with it. You're your own critic. 
This is where I get to really play, and refine my relationship with the 
world - by being creative, creative performance, as opposed to school 
or a normal job, which is too confining." 

We are all, in some way confined. I have a friend in prison who is confined to a cell with 

a four hundred pound, Vietnam vet nudist, and he has to negotiate, each day, where his 

true identity may exist. Constraints like orange jump suits and chains, and being locked 

down for days, are more discernible confinements than walking through the day 

performing as student, as woman, as executive, as stripper, as a whore. But its all about 

how to negotiate those constraints, and the performance and the identities of the day. 

One of the sex workers I interviewed is now working as a veterinarian, and during 

one of our conversations she talked about how she has a really large chest, and most all 

her male clients just stare straight at her breasts when she's talking. In the same breath 

she talked about how she is one of the few vets in town that can always get her client's 

animals into the one clinic which does specialized surgeries. She said she puts on a short 

little skirt, goes down to the clinic, flirts and charms, and gets them in. And she does it 

consciously. My friend's mother, who we refer to as the bitter prophet, once snapped. 
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"there's nothing wrong with exploiting the weaknesses of the enemy," as we ranted about 

some ephemeral, feminist topic like flaunting your tits to get what you want. And 

something about that has always rung in my head through working through this project. 

One dancer I spoke with expressed similar ideas while we talked about issues of 

consciousness and resistance, and said, "you have to know the enemy to beat the enemy," 

and in a less confrontational lens, you have to know the rules of the game to play. 

Negotiate the game, play the game, perform the game - it all requires a level of 

consciousness about the way that game is constructed. Consciousness about the way 

gender is constructed enables it to be performed consciously and is the first step to 

resisting it. 

Besides feeling constrained as graduate student, I've experienced many 

constraints and outside forces against even writing about sex work (and its larger project 

of trying to build a pom-web-site). I received a lovely Christmas card from my aunt, in 

which she wrote, 

"what's this pornography crap. That's why you are depressed. Talk 
about hitting the bottom. It is degrading to all human life and your soul 
knows it Do something positive with the gifts God gave you - He 
wants to save you. Satan wants to destroy you and it sounds like it's 
working. Give Jesus a gift this Christmas - get a righteous job. Go to 
Him in prayer - tell him you are going to quit but you need his help, 
find your way back home. He'll bless you. I know it I'm worried 
about you..." 

My boss at work, to who I had only mentioned in passing that I was writing about 

pornography for my thesis, one day approached me with a completely fabricated story 

about pom sites popping up on all three computers at work, in front of her, the secretary, 
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and the computer systems specialist. She scolded me saying that she could "get in a lot 

of trouble" from my inappropriate behavior. I had never surfed the net at work for pom, 

and later confimied from the secretary and the computer specialist that this had never 

even occurred. Yet my situation at work remains tense at best, and I have been asked by 

m y  b o s s  i n  s e v e r a l  r o u n d  a b o u t  w a y s  t o  l o o k  f o r  a n o t h e r  j o b ,  " i f  I  w a n t  t o . M y  

mother, bom again Christian for the last two years, has left teary messages on my 

answering machine expressing her concern about this "pom thing" and sends me religious 

sermons on tape about pornography and sin, and the difference between art and smut. 

The mere mention that I'm writing about pomography has ended up in handflils of 

random lectures and condemnations directed my way on kiddy pom, evil and sin, and I 

never quite know the reception I'll receive by mentioning, in even the most illusory way, 

what I'm writing about. Talking about sex, writing about sex, theorizing about sex, has 

been a strange and confrontational experience, bumping me up against the boundaries of 

very strong beliefs, and very strong constraints on what I should say, speak, and write 

about at all. And speaking about sex is transgressing those boundaries, but not in the 

black and white, dichotomous way defined by previous feminist literature. Sexual speech 

is transgressive, political, and sometimes dangerous, but that's not the end of the story, 

one which is much more complex and ambiguous than binary explanations on sex work 

and gender inequality. Likewise, the experiences of sex workers and the resistance they 

enact while working, is much more complex than binary explanations of sex work as 

good or evil, collaborative or resistant, transgressive or oppressive. 
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I used academia as an example of a performative sphere not because its evil, and I 

have a bone to pick, but because its the one I'm in now, its the one that most people who 

will read this are familiar with, and its no different than any other sphere we must 

negotiate. I could have just as easily picked working as an administrative assistant at 

PHH Vehicle Management Systems, where I stuffed myself in pantyhose and pumps 

everyday, smiled at the all male executive staff as they flirted pathetically with me, and 

then spent half my day writing scathing e-mails to my friends, in much more interesting 

places than I, about how corporate America makes me want to vomit and then kill myself 

I could just have well wrote a few paragraphs on my "teacher face" that I so struggled to 

maintain while psychotic and illiterate eight graders yelled, "Fuck Vou Ms. Monthony!" 

during class, when I taught middle school English in the Virgin Islands. I could have 

written on the freedom felt living in Central America, where I was either unaware of how 

I should perform, or didn't care. I was "A Gringa," and it was whatever the fuck I wanted 

it to be (but only once I realized that no matter what I did, said or wore - from a dripping 

rain poncho covering me head to toe, leaving nothing of my body showing but wet 

glasses, to spandex and a jog bra - everybody who possessed a penis in the entire region 

would still yell "pssst pssst, macha-linda, guapa, psst psst" every second I was in public). 

Performance and resistance can and does exist everywhere, and most of it goes unnoticed. 

My attempts to keep myself sane in graduate school, while resisting my performance on 

some level, are not really "changing" anything concrete, just as a dancer telling a 

customer on the other side of the plexi-glass to look "very close into my pussy and you'll 
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find a tiny little nativity scene," is not altering the customer's reality. But it does produce 

humor, something I value more than most things in this world, and it does produce an 

ultimate consciousness about the fact that its just a performance, and that is a liberating 

space with possibilities for rejecting belief in the script or negotiating it in different ways. 

Being a woman is a performance. Consciousness about it as a performance 

enables tired, old, feminist dialogues to be bypassed in an attempt to redefine a new 

script. As Susie Bright writes in Sexual State of the Union, 

"It's a gal's world, but being "girly" and feminine has never seemed so 
nostalgic, so roniantic, so kitsch. Femininity is fetishistic; it's so 
elaborate that we look to drag queens for expertise. High heels are no 
longer de rigueur from nine to five, they're a sex toy, very much in 
their proper place. I don't feel alarmed by gothic displays of feminine 
underpinnings. Now that the fashion world has come out of the closet, 
glamour and costume are offered to boys and girls alike, instead of the 
one-gender straiQ'acket-flts-all....I was one of the femmes who hated 
the constraints of femininity, and I didn't know how to get out of them 
except by hacking them off, each and every one. I hated being 
tyrannized by the beauty industry, I was nauseated by media depiction 
of bimbos and martyrs, and I wanted to save the earth, damn it! 1 feel 
the same way today; I just have a different way of expressing it. I 
share my lipstick with my boyfriends, I make my own pom with my 
pals (Pal Pom!) and I do my best to create something beautiful out of 
my garbage. I'm not tj^pical of feminism, but I am a product of it. 
When I was in the "cult" I thought I had to follow the rules in order to 
belong; I thought small deviations could get me thrown out. I thought 
we were fighting a losing but heroic battle. That was so un-Amazon of 
me."(I32) 
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